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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Waterjet Marble Flower Mosaic Grey And White Mosaic Tiles

Short Description: Wanpo offers high-quality real marble

mosaics for your bathroom, kitchen, or any wall area in your

house. The waterjet mosaic marble items are our key

products, and we hope our clients will gain more and more

new products to refresh their decorations.

Model No.: WPM289

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

From rare marble stones such as Shangri La Jade and Calacatta Gold to classic ones such as

Thassos White and Black Marquina, marble is a luxury surface that never dates from time. In

order to meet the needs of more clients, we endeavored to develop more and more marble

products, not even marble slabs, marble tiles, and marble countertops but also marble

mosaics and tiles. Wanpo offers high-quality real marble mosaics for your bathroom, kitchen,

or any wall area in your house. The waterjet mosaic marble items are our key products. This
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marble is a unique waterjet marble flower mosaic tile that is made of grey marble flowers and

white marble particles as attributes elements. We hope our clients will like this pattern.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Waterjet Marble Flower Mosaic Grey And White Mosaic Tiles

Model No.: WPM289

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Marble Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Thessos White Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM289

Mosaic Style: Waterjet Sunflower

Marble Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Thessos White Marble

Model No.: WPM405

Mosaic Style: Waterjet Lily Flower

Marble Name: Grey Cinderella, Oriental White, Rain Forest

Model No.: WPM419

Mosaic Style: Waterjet Tulip Flower

Marble Name: White Oriental, Cinderella Grey , Italian Grey

Product Application

These Waterjet Marble Flower Mosaic Grey And White Mosaic Tiles is ideal for small spaces of indoor

wall and floor of kitchen backsplashes, bathrooms, bar wall, offices, etc. The real marble mosaics have

subtle grey veining across the mosaic surfaces, while the diamond designs are inlaid in flower patterns



with good looks. walls and floors mosaic tiles like a mosaic feature wall, marble mosaic tile backsplash,

marble floor mosaic tile, mosaic bathroom wall tiles, and marble mosaic kitchen backsplash are good

choices.

Enter your business contact information and we will ship you the WANPO product catalog right away.

FAQ

Q: Does the tiles are in one same dimension?

A: Different items have different sizes, so there are no standard quantity in one square meter.

Q: What kind of mortar to use for the sealing of stone mosaic products?

A: It is suggested to use professional tile adhesive mortar on the stone mosaic surface sealing.

Q: What are your prices?

A: Our prices are subject to change depending on the specific product and the total quantity, please

contact us for more details.

Q: Can you supply the relevant documentation?

A: We don't supply any testing report, and we provide a pair of documents for your custom clearance.


